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“ EASIEST AND PROVEN WAY TO MAKE 
MONEY ONLINE & offline IN NIGERIA”



HOW TO EARN N150,000 MONTHLY WITH A 

LITTLE START UP CAPITAL GUARANTEED

NOTE: YOU ARE FREE TO 
GIVE AWAY THIS REPORT TO
YOUR FRIENDS OR ANYONE 
YOU LIKE BUT YOU ARE NOT

ALLOW to CHANGE,EDIT OR 

PASTE ANY PART OF IT .
The report you are about to access for FREE 
would be sold by other information marketers,
A.K.A. Online Guru for nothing less than 
#5,000, because it’s so simple to do and 
achieve result.
Proof me wrong, there is no easier way than 
this when it comes to making money online 
and offline.



I am giving it for FREE and I want it to be 
communicated to thousands of your friends 
for FREE .
This Report will definitely change your 
financial status in the next couples of days and
for the rest of your life! 

PLEASE DROP ALL WHAT YOU ARE 
DOING RIGHT NOW AND GIVE YOUR 
TOTAL ATTENTION TO THIS SPECIAL 
REPORT BECAUSE IT CAN CHANGE 
YOUR FINANCIAL STORY FOREVER ( I 
MEAN IT).
If you are among the people who belief 
something good cannot come from Nigeria 
(especially online), what I am about to share 
with you will proof you wrong.

If you are reading this, what a lucky person 
you are. Congratulations!
You might have tried all possible means to 



make money online and offline, without 
making a dim in the past?
It doesn’t matter how many time you have 
been scammed, what I’m about to reveal to 
you will regain the amount of money you have 
lost to those scammers. 
Before I continue, Please answer these sincere 
questions of life!

·       Are you enjoying life the way you want?

·       Are you tired of not having enough 
money to do whatever you want to do? 

·       Are you seeking for financial freedom?

Then make sure you pay 100% attention to 

what I am about to show you!

You are born for greatness in your life and all
you need are there right inside you but you 
have to be informed. May be you are among 
many people that have the wrong notion that
all who are making money from the internet 



and in this Nigeria are yahooyahoo boys , 
419 , or only politicians.
Please throw that away! 
There are many who are making substantial 
amount of money daily,weekly or monthly 
from internet as well as offline doing 
legitimate work by adding value to other 
people's lives. 
I will just give you few examples of great 
achievers to buttress my point. 
I have you heard about  Linda Ikeji ? She is 
female blogger who is making real money 
from her blog( www.lindaikeji.blogshot.com) 
2. Seun Osewa :he is the builder of the 
popular forum called Nairaland ,he also is 
making real money through selling of advert 
space to organizations, big companies ,even
individuals. 
There are still thousands time and space will
fail me to be mentioning one by one but I 
believe you grab the point I am driving out, 
you too can be making your share if you 
know how and you are already to follow the 



free information you are offer in this free 
report. 
How then can you get your share and be 
making money too from both online and 
offline? 
v   Be open minded to new ideas .
v   Build your own website even if it is 
free blog (I can help you do this if you don’t 
know how to go about it) and if you can 
afford to have professional one like 
www.abiodunodeyemi.com you can go for it. 
You can contact me for this as well with a 
minimum amount)
v   Have at least 2 active email 
addresses especially gmail .
v   Build relationship with 
people of great mind on the online and 
offline remember the saying “like attracts 
like” this means people that you associate 
with would determine your fortune in life as 
well as how fast you will achieve your 
dream. It is a reality! 
v   Minimize wasting your precious 

http://www.abiodunodeyemi.com/


time on chatting for fun alone, remember 
time is life, waste time is life waste. 
v   Always visiting valuable 
sites that release helpful information like 
www.abiodunodeyemi.com,nairaland.com 
etc.
v   Have the mind to contribute to other
people’s lives i.e be a value added person.

v   Have products and services to sell. 
v   Read books written by great men of
God and great achievers like pastor 
E.A Adeboye, Bishop David Oyedepo, pastor
W.F Kumuyi etc and people of great minds 
like Napoleon Hill the author of “ THINK AND
GROW RICH” 
PLS TRY TO READ THIS BOOK written by 
Brian Tracy  
“ MAXIMUM 
ACHIEVEMENT”
 I ALSO ENJOIN YOU TO READ  BOOKS 
WRITTEN BY Zig Ziglar and many more. 
Watch and listen to their recorded 



messages, there are many on youtube which
you can watch and listen to free of charge. 

PLEASE DO NOT BE TOO EXCITED TO TAKE ANY 
ACTION WITHOUT READING THIS REPORT TO 
THE END.

ARE YOU STILL INTERESTED?
Read on …….

I want to present to you a special opportunity to help you 
achieve your financial dream fast .This opportunity is made 
possible by  a unique NGO called helping hands international 
with a great Vision of touching life of less privileged as well as 
empowering people with vision of financial independence.

If making real cash and passive steady income is your dream I 
want to assure you ,you can achieve this within a couple of 
months through this prestigious NGO called helping hands 
international. It is a network marketing  but unique in the sense 
that they don't sell any products.

This is not one of those get quick rich scam business but your 
results depend on your determination and seriousness  but if are 
ready to do business and to free yourself from the sting of 
poverty all you need to succeed are right here is this free report 
before you if you can give your total attention to all I will show 
you and take necessary action immediately without 
procrastination.

Are you aiming for financial independence?



Are you dreaming of an opportunity to make passive income ?

Please read on because you are about to get yourself out of 
monthly financial mess!

What are the benefits of being a member of 
this unique organization?
1. Empowerment fund: Obtain an empowerment fund to boost 
your business . No Interest, No Collateral

2. Free Brand New HP Laptop plus $1000 

3. Asset & Property Support: Acquire Any Asset Or Property Of 
Your Choice, Even With Your Available 30% Cash

4. Trade & Skill Empowerment: Learn Any Trade Or Skill Of 
Your Choice Free Of Charge.

5. Earn Unlimited Cash, : Earn An Unlimited Amount Cash 
Inflow Of Daily, Weekly & Monthly

6. Land & House Of Your Own: Acquire a plot of land in 
locations Of Your Choice

7. Free branded Apple Ipad /HP Laptop: Get Either An Apple 
Ipad Or HP Laptop, Based On Your Choice

8. Empowerment For 2: Have The Privilege of Touching The 
Lives of 2 People of your Choice (Orphans, Widows, Less 
Privileged) with $1000 Each



9. Scholarship: Get Scholarship For Any Of Your 2 Children, 
Even To University Level.

10. Exotic International Travels: Free Dubai Trips (Plus 
Shopping Token)

11. Opportunity To Empower Any Motherless Babies Home Of 
Your Choice: You Pick Any Orphanage Home Of Your Choice 
And H2i Empowers Them On Your Behalf.

12. Get Paid For Your Skills: Are You Skilled In any Craft or 
Skills and You Can Pass The knowledge To Others? .. Well, 
Members Get Paid For Instructorship.

13. . Religious Empowerment: On Your Behalf, H2i Touches the 
Lives Of your Religious Brothers And Sisters 
(Christians/Muslims)

14. Get Connected: Opportunity To Meet Like-Minded 
Businessmen and Women is available in helping hands 
international.

15. You are Unlimited: With H2i, No Limitations To What you 
Can Achieve In any given time or place. You are Truly 
Unlimited.

16. Low start up donation of JUST $40/N6,600/ghc160/cfa26000

17. Full Support:Both the company and Members give full 
support to New Members.

18. Best Incentives: Incentives start at Stage 2 unlike others that 
place it at Stage 7 and above.

19. Be Your own Boss: You work at your leisure time, you can 
make it part time or full time based on your choice.

20. It is an opportunity to serve and become big.  Real big..



PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU READ TO THE END BECAUSE 
THERE IS A SPECIAL TAKE AWAY FOR YOU AT THE END 
OF THIS FREE REPORT DON'T BE IN HURRY.

      HOW DOES IT WORKS?

There are 5 Stages of Earnings in H2i

*Stage1 - Associate Member member*

As an ASSOCIATE member,  you can then introduce *at least 2* 
other persons and these introduce their own 2 each.

You get $8  (N1,320) for each persons you personally introduce.

If you personally introduced all 6 persons in stage 1, you get $8 x 6 
= $48 plus $10 (matrix completion bonus) making a total of $58 
(N9,570)
*Remember: Referral Bonus  for 2 persons personally introduced to 
the NGO by you = $16 (N2,640)*

*Referral Bonus for 6 persons personally introduced to the NGO by 
you = $48 (N7,920)* 
 
Stage 1 Matrix Bonus for completing the stage = $10 (N1,650) 

TOTAL BONUS FOR STAGE 1 
 If you personally introduced 2 people *who* also introduced their 
two persons $26 (N4,290) 

*OR*   if you personally introduced all 6 persons $58 (N9,570)
[You graduate to *Stage 2*

*Stage 2- MASTER Member*

This stage has 5 levels. 

As those in your stage 1 also completes their stage 1, they graduate 
and join you in stage 2.

Your stage 2 matrix continues to fill from level 1 to level 5. *This 
Stage is basically Team Work because it comprises of the 6 people 



you brought in Stage 1... and ALL THE PEOPLE THEY WILL 
BRING IN.*

At the completion of stage 2 you earn a total of $1,000 (N 165,000) 
matrix bonus through level 2 to level 5.

In addition to $1,000, you get a free HP laptop

You graduate to stage 3.

*STAGE 3- SUPER Master*

This Stage also have 5 levels.  
As those in your stage 2 also complete their stage 2, they graduate 
and join you in stage 3.

Your stage 3 matrix continues to fill from level 1 to level 5. 

At the completion of stage 3 you earn a total of 
N495, 000  matrix bonus through level 1 to level 5. 

In addition, you get a brand new HYUNDAI ELANTRA OR SUV 
CAR.

You will be required to recommend two less privilege persons for 
financial empowerment.

Both will receive N160,000 each. 

Fortunately, I will be recommending 4 people for this and on the 6th 
August, I will give them the money.

*STAGE 4 – MINISTER* 

As those in your stage 3 also completes their stage 3, they graduate 
and join you in stage 4.

Your stage 4 matrix continues to fill from level 1 to level 5.

At the completion of stage 4 you earn a total of  #990,000 matrix 
bonus through level 1 to level 5.

 In addition to cash bonus of N990,000 you get a 2nd brand new 
HYUNDAI SUV Car Award.



You also qualify to access an interest –free loan (on request) 
N1,980,000 or a property fund.

You are required to *recommend one orphanage home for 
empowerment*

STAGE 5 – PRIME MINISTER ★ ★
This has two levels.  
The prime minister stage is a 2x2 matrix like stage 1. 

As those in your stage 4 also complete their stage 4,
 they graduate and join you in stage 5. 

Your stage 5 matrix continues to fill from level 1 to level 2.  

At the completion of stage 5 you earn a total of $12,000 
(#1,980,000) matrix bonus through level 1 to level 2.  

In addition to $12,000 cash bonus, you get a HOUSING FUND OF 
$40,000 (#6.6 million ).  

You qualify for a yearly INFINITY BONUS OF $5,000 (#825,000).  

This is paid to every completed stage 5 members once every year. 

A yearly all-expense-paid international trip is an entitlement of every 
stage 5 members.

 AN EDUCATIONAL FUND OF $2000 (#330,000) is an entitlement of 
every stage 5 members to support their children’s education.

 A stage 5 member is also eligible to access a higher loan (ELITE CLUB
LOAN) of up to $44,000 (#7,260,000) on request.
However, H2i allows one person to have more than one account.
If you have the capacity to invite more than two people, you can choose 
to go for multiple account registrations.
1 account = N6,600
3 accounts = N19,800
7 accounts = N46,200
15 accounts = N99,000



Depending on your financial capacity also, you can choose the 
number of accounts you wish to have with H2i because multiple 
accounts = multiple earnings.
But With 7 accounts, you'll have..
:7 laptops after stage two,
:7 Elantra cars after stage three and
:7 Jeep after stage 4.
With 1 account, you'll have..
:1 laptop after stage two
:1 Elantra car after stage three and
:1 Jeep after stage 4.

I can hear you say how can I be a member to enjoy all these 
benefits as well?

All you need is one time registration with $40 which is 
equivalent to #6600 but if you like and want fast 
results,you can go for multiple registrations which I will 
advice you to do because this secret of multiple 
registrations has really help many people in this 
organization.

 Don't forget there is a special take away for you at 
end of this report.

       MARKETING STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE QUICK
RESULTS IN H2I.

● You must have a marketing plan to support your target goals. 
The strategy for a team with a goal to do 100 registration will 
be different from that that has a goal of 1000 in a month.



Ask yourself, what is your Marketing Strategy?

What works for you might not work for me.

I asked myself, so many people have gotten laptops and Cars. They 
use this strategies,  that means it works and that is what I have been 
using since then.

 

Offline tools

1.       Fliers
2.       Forms
3.       Shirts
4.       Brochures

 

Online tools: with aid of online platforms like facebook (your 
timeline,page,group and joining many other groups and pages you can 
get at least 5 people even more in a day) 

1.       Pictures
2.       Videos
3.       Write ups(On my Facebook.... You are welcome to copy and 
edit my write ups) 

4.Forums like nairaland,gurusforum.com e.t.c

So what platforms can we use more?

Offline platforms

1.       Religious platforms e.g church, mosques

2.       Social platforms e.g Clubs, wedding, etc

3.       Family and friends

4.       Training platforms



5.       Seminars etc 

 More Online platforms you can use to get instant results . 
90% of my team are sourced for online.

1.       BBM..... I do BBM broadcast from time to time. I'm working 
on placing Adverts on BBM Channels to promote my H2i Business

2. Whatsapp: Presently My team  has 8 whatsapp groups that I'm 
active on.... That is Minus several sub groups from my team

3.   family and friends    

4. Facebook: Post your H2i advert content on your Facebook wall,  
join groups  on Facebook and post your adverts(I'm on over 
100groups on Facebook)

5. Website or Blogsite. You can build a blog for it. Before I invested 
my money, I research h2i online, I read almost up to 20 articles call 
up to 10 people I saw online before I finally become help partner(A 
Partner said this not me)

The truth is, this business, is people business and we need them to 
become help partners in this business.

People are in two major places, Online and offline.

So, how do we get them. 

YOU CAN MAKE USE OF THIS WISDOM GUIDE AS WELL!

READ IT PLEASE!!

1. Do all you can to ascertain the authenticity and legitimacy of H2i 
(which was pretty much what I did - personal research, ask questions
wherever you are confused, etc). This will give you a level of 
boldness required for success in any business - until this level of 
boldness and assuredness is attained, you will not give your best to 
anything you are involved with. 



2. Once you attain that level of certainty, then give your best to the 
business - I am giving my best to my H2i business, that is why I am 
getting amazing results. I am not afraid to tell people about H2i 
because I am sure it is real and it is working for me. If you are not 
giving your best, don't blame anyone for not getting result. You 
cannot afford to be passive in SOMETHING THAT HAS A 
POTENTIAL TO MAKE YOU A MILLIONAIRE! BE ACTIVE!!!

3. If you are waiting until you have your own result before you start 
talking to people, it won't just work. Why? No business gives you 
result at the beginning; it is through persistence and continued efforts
that success and results come. Therefore, LEARN TO LEVERAGE 
ON THE SUCCESS OF YOUR UPLINES AND OTHER PEOPLE 
IN YOUR TEAM, KEEP SHOWING YOUR PROSPECTS THE 
SUCCESS OF YOUR TEAM MEMBERS UNTIL YOU HAVE 
YOUR OWN EVIDENCE TO SHOW! If you are waiting for your 
own results and evidence before you start working, IT WILL NOT 
WORK!

4. Don't work hard - work smart! Your Facebook, Whatsapp and other e-
Channels are your soft tools for success. Don't run after people, if you 
get it right, they will run after you to give them more explanation.

5. Do a minimum explanation you can to your prospects, then add 
them to our Whatsapp group, so that you can leverage on the efforts 
of many people to "educate" your prospects. That is how to work 
smart.

6. Make use of READY MADE TOOLS in the group: pictures, 
videos, audios, and several write-ups which already have addressed 
any questions that a prospect may want to ask you. DO NOT 
IGNORE THESE TOOLS, THEY ARE SIMPLE BUT 
POWERFUL. - Not everybody can talk to people actively like me, 
but surely and certainly (except you are being lazy and deceiving 
yourself), EVERYBODY CAN REPOST THINGS THAT ARE 



POSTED IN THE GROUP TO YOUR CONTACTS.

7. In helping hands, I discover something very interesting that has 
been working for me: DON'T TRY TO CONVINCE PEOPLE, 
RATHER SHOW THEM RESULTS... remember, if you don't have 
personal results to show yet, SHOW THEM THE RESULT OF 
SOMEONE WHO HAS IT, and your own will soon come too!

Let me leave you with these few but powerful insights to succeeding
in H2i business (because it is business - and until you start seeing 
and treating it as such, you may not have testimonies to share like 
me! Sorry if that hurts, but its the truth!!). Till next time... 

I am waiting for your success stories... much love! 

I wish you great success as you join the group of achievers

Take Away!
10 Signs you’re Going to be a Millionaire, even if you 
don’t Feel like you are.
1. You always shoot for the moon.You know how the saying goes, 
“Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land amongst the 
stars.” If you’re the type of person to strive for an A when you only 
need a B to pass the class, you have the mindset of a millionaire. On 
a mission to become rich, shoot for $10 million, not $1 million. 
Continue to think big.
2. You maintain an open mind.You are not afraid of new ideas and 
know that closed minds do not inspire faith, courage,  active 
imagination. Successful millionaires change their psychological 
approach to money, success, and happiness.
3. You use your time to harness effective results.You understand that 
time is more valuable than money itself. You are more likely to hire 
people for things that you are not good at so you can use your time 
on things that you excel in. Financially successful people are 
consumed by their hunt for success and work to the point that they 



feel they are winning and not just working.
4. You enjoy setting and reaching goals.If you’re a chronic goal-
setter, you think like a millionaire. Peter Voogd, founder of the Game
Changers Academy, who made his first million before turning 26 
once said, “You don’t make a million by accident. If it’s not a goal 
you sure as hell won’t hit it.”
5. You remain optimistic in the face of adversity.There are plenty of 
millionaires who have lived the “from rags to riches” narrative, 
including author J.K. Rowling. She was a single mother on state 
benefits and attributes her achievements to her ability to focus all her
attention on the things that mattered to her the most. Rich people  
believe: “I create my life.” Poor people believe: “Life happens to 
me.”
6. You are aware of what’s going on in the world.If you are the type 
of person to start your morning off catching up on current events 
rather than the happenings on social media, you possess a habit of a 
millionaire. Entrepreneurs like Bill Gates and Warren Buff start their
day off with news publications such as The Wall Street Journal and 
The New York Times.
7. Being poor makes no sense.You eliminate any and all excuses that
being poor is justifiable. Bill Gates once said, “If you’re born poor, 
it’s not your mistake. But if you die poor, it is your mistake.”
8. You work with or a seek a successful mentor.You understand that 
it is important not to limit yourself to ideas of unsuccessful people. 
You study what millionaires do and consider a mentor to be a vital 
resource to your success. Sixty-eight percent of the 400 Americans 
on the Forbes 2013 Billionaires List are considered “self-made” 
billionaires, meaning they did not inherit their fortune. Chances are, 
a lot of them had mentors to help them think outside of any possible 
limited thought processes.
9. Avoid debt that doesn’t pay you.Make it a rule that you never use 
debt that won’t make you money. If you borrow money for a car, it 



should be guaranteed to increase your income.While the rich use 
debt to leverage investments in order to grow cash flows, the poor 
use debt to buy things that make rich people richer.
10. You save to invest.You understand that the only reason to save 
money is to invest it. Put your saved money into secured and 
untouchable accounts. Never use these accounts for anything, not 
even an emergency. This will force you to continue to increase your 
income. 

Good Luck!

Make a wise decision today by joining the group of 
people set for financial freedom ,but you are free to 
make your choice and continue living your life the 
way it is now.It all depends on you! 

 But if you are ready to make change in 
your financial story Call/WhatsApp me 
Now to get started today on 08164713876 
and let me add you to my training 
whatsapp group.
I wish you the best!
Abiodun Odeyemi


